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Abstract

Pandemic Punk was completed as an MFA thesis for University of Baltimore’s 
MFA in Integrated Design. Pandemic Punk explores the intersection of punk 
design and DIY (Do It Yourself ) culture using analogue and digital design 
methods, through the lens of the COVID-19 Pandemic. Pandemic Punk is a zine 
series that exists both physically and digitally. Both as a physical zine and as 
a website, pandemicpunk.com. This is the first iteration of the zine series, a 
personal reflection of the COVID-19 pandemic from March 13, 2020 to March 
20, 2021; the zine begins from the first day the author began working remotely 
to their second Pfizer vaccination shot. Pandemic Punk is proposed as a 
three-part series.
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Introduction

 Gritty, chopped up, pasted together, shredded, spit out, ripped, hung 
up, torn down. If the common themes of the punk aesthetic and garbage at 
the bottom of a dumpster were made into a Venn diagram, they would just be 
one complete circle. Those picturing a punk aesthetic are likely to have quick 
flashes of various elements run through their mind just at the mere mention of 
punk: ransom-letter style flyers, ripped up clothing, home cut and dyed hair, 
various self-created or self-applied accessories. It takes a lot of work to appear 
as though you really do not and simultaneously really do care about how you, 
your community, your music, and your art is perceived. Punk media has stayed 
somewhat consistent throughout its existence and moving to digital spaces 
has only helped it become even more widespread and expansive. I spent most 
of my life predominately navigating digital environments, and I still see the 
existence of much of the media that existed during the era that birthed the 
creation of punk: posters, flyers, records, but they exist on a different platform, 
and with that comes significant changes. Movement to the digital sphere can 
arguably add to and take away from media. While the internet allows for the 
formation of larger communities, distribution and sharing of design artwork, 
music, and other media, it can also be presented as a cause of loss of story 
and personal touch with the move from analogue art processes to the digital 
and increase in punk “gatekeeping” online. Throughout this project, I explored 
the concepts and processes of punk, design, DIY culture, and digital versus 
analogue methods of production and distribution. In beginning the discussion 
of punk culture, this will with a look at punk politics, as its intersection with DIY 
culture largely influenced punk design.
 As Russ Bestley writes, “the twin phrases ‘anyone can do it’ and ‘do-
it-yourself ’ have become something of a punk mantra, tied to a vision of 
independence from the mainstream music industry” (“Design it Yourself?” 
9).  Self-publishing and self-creating goes back beyond “the punk explosion 
of the 1970s” (“Design it Yourself?” 7), it has been the pinnacle of not just the 
design and artwork surrounding it, but the essence of the punk culture itself. 
Punk aesthetics and media themselves came out of a need for musicians and 
fans to be able to self-produce their work, and it is those within the community 
that can be credited with furthering such an iconic look and making it a staple 
within the punk canon. Bestley states:
 The punks may have articulated the do-it-yourself vision most clearly, 
turning it into a mantra, but they were inheriting a tradition that was 
established many years earlier. During the early period of punk’s development 
in the United Kingdom, a distinct division of labour can be seen in the impact 
of an ‘anyone can do it’ DIY ethos on a range of activities. These range from 
live performance to the creation and manufacture of punk artefacts (clothes, 
posters, flyers, fanzines, records). (9)
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 To some, punk lives in the past. It happened, and what exists now exists 
as a result of what was and, in some ways, this is true. But I do not believe 
punk is dead; it has grown and evolved, and it is everywhere. The punk 
aesthetic was born in an era that was largely pre-digital, which absolutely 
influenced the look and feel of the media being produced, because it was 
the means of producing that work. Bestley states that “virtually all early punk 
records were recorded using analogue technology, and employed graphic 
design strategies that were intrinsically physical, hands-on and craft based” 
(“Design It Yourself” 17). The marriage of the DIY aesthetic and punk culture 
created a movement and space that was accessible to many and birthed a 
movement that would influence everything from high fashion to a button on a 
worn leather jacket. This project looks at the design and artistic processes that 
thrived with the creation of the punk movement.

The Pandemic Punk Project 
 The final deliverable of this project is Pandemic Punk, a zine series 
and accompanying website, that is a personal account of living through the 
COVID-19 pandemic, through the lens of punk design and DIY culture. The zine 
was created using both analogue and digital design process, directly influenced 
by punk DIY design. The timeline of the zine is from March 14, 2020 to March 
20, 2021, the beginning of my quarantine to my second Pfizer vaccination shot. 
When this project was proposed, it was a study of the intersection of punk 
design, DIY culture, and analogue and digital design processes. The proposal 
was approved in Summer of 2019, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. While I 
was certain of the processes I wanted to use and create, the content itself was 
still fluid and taking form. On March 14, 2020 I started my first day isolating 
with my husband, or as most would say “quarantine”. When the pandemic first 
hit, many of us were operating off of pure necessity. There was an infamous 
shortage of cleaning supplies and paper products (toilet paper, paper towels, 
etc.) and people were scrambling to acquire the basic necessary PPE (personal 
protective equipment) to keep themselves safe. While doing my thesis work, 
I began having overwhelming anxiety over my ability to complete my thesis 
within the COVID-19 situation. Our resources were limited, we were home 24/7, 
and people were at their wits end just trying to keep things afloat day to day. In 
my conversations with the head of my thesis committee (Professor Kyle Meikle) 
we discussed how, similar to the punk design movement, the pandemic had 
us all operating purely out of necessity. Things began to come into focus, and 
Pandemic Punk was born. 
 One of the largest shifts from my proposal to my final thesis was how I 
planned to incorporate politics and mainstream punk ideologies into my work. 
As the content shifted to being more personal and reflective, politics were still 
present, but not in the way I originally intended. As we move forward, I felt it 
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important to keep my research included, but keeping in mind how this project 
evolved over time.  
 
The Punk Aesthetic and Politics
 Punk and politics have always gone hand in hand, and punk culture 
includes a broad range of political ideologies; the aesthetics associated with 
punk have been often used to represent just as broad of a spectrum. Punk 
aesthetics are often used to represent counterculture, political opposition, and 
general rebellion (they are however, not limited to these ideals).  Joseph Turrini 
argues that it simply made sense for punk to take the turn towards DIY culture 
that it did; they saw it as a natural progression as one aspect of the punk 
cultural mindset was anti-commercial and anti-capitalist (69). There is often an 
attempt to put punks into particular buckets of political groups. Bestley states: 
Punk could generally be seen as oppositional, but what it opposes varies 
across the wider culture and contexts that it operates within. As a result, it is 
not always inherently progressive and at times may be reactionary, orthodox 
or politically ambivalent…[punk] has touched on gender, sexuality, language 
(particularly profanity), religion and belief, morality, ethical taboos and politics, 
and almost by default this has allowed voices to be heard from across the 
spectrum of acceptable, or unacceptable, opinion”. (“Deconstructing Punk” 119) 
 This is to say, while punk aesthetics may point audiences toward a 
particular set of political ideologies, designers are not required to operate 
within those belief systems when they are creating their work. A punk 
aesthetic could be used to create anything from a feminist zine to a cookbook. 
The audience has a responsibility to decipher messages within design to 
understand the tone and ideas of the creator. However, the artist also claims 
responsibility to acknowledge that the use of the punk aesthetic will alter 
how the audience interprets their message. For example, the audience could 
interpret the use of punk design as a figurative call to arms, an opposition, etc.  
In my research, I chose to use the punk design aesthetic adapted to pieces 
outside of the punk sphere, in order to curate specific intended messaging. I 
believe it is beneficial to understating this style of art’s notoriety and success 
within the punk sphere.
 While achieving a punk aesthetic may seem more accessible due to its 
DIY nature, punk has not been inherently inclusive. Osa Atoe, self -proclaimed 
“Black Punk Feminist,” created her zine Shotgun Seamstress “by and for Black 
Punks, queers, misfits, feminists, artists & weirdos, and the people who support 
us. This zine is meant to support Black People who exist within predominantly 
white subcultures, and to encourage the creation of our own” (Atoe “Shotgun 
Seamstress” #2). Atoe’s zine speaks to the lack of inclusivity within the punk 
scene, by creating an inclusive space, all while incorporating punk design into 
the zine. Collage and handwritten typography are just a couple of the ways 
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in which she incorporates the aesthetic into her design. Atoe’s use of punk 
design, that originated in a community that was not inclusive to her identity, 
was then applied as a vehicle with which to create a call to others who relate to 
her stance within the punk community.
 It is clear that the punk aesthetic has been and will continue to be a 
driving force in social change, but that means different things to different 
subgroups. An analysis of the current punk aesthetic should be comprehensive, 
and not limited to what may be traditional or even “mainstream” punk ideals, 
which are oftentimes used as a rubric for whether something is inherently 
“punk”. During the course of this project, I looked at how this design style is 
used as a symbol for social justice in the current political context. Specifically 
during the Black Lives Matter movements progression during COVID-19. It 
presented itself as an extremely current span of events that incorporated 
what could be considered punk DIY methods into its protests and messaging.  
We cannot limit the definition of punk in a way that only aligns with the 
mainstream, white male-fronted mentality. We do not want, as the Australian 
alternative rock band Camp Cope says in their song “The Opener”, “another all 
male tour preaching equality” (2018). Understanding the politics behind punk 
and is crucial in understanding why audiences may interpret the use of punk 
design to contain a particular meaning. Looking at the process of designing in 
a punk aesthetic can give us more insight into how and why this aesthetic is so 
accessible, and a closer look at what the processes themselves are.
 
The Outcome of a Process
         Understanding the process used to create a piece carries just as much 
importance as the final design. While graphic designers paved the way for the 
visuals of punk media, so much of that look can be replicated without any real 
artistic knowledge or basis; it is process. Bestley and Burgess state that “[the 
punk aesthetic is] the outcome of the printing process as much as the hand of 
the ‘artist’” (324).  It is possible to tell apart the designer from the amateur, but 
only with one hell of a keen eye. In many cases, professional graphic designers 
“deliberately projected a sense of immediacy and do-it-yourself amateurism” 
(Bestley and Burgess 337); in their article “Punk and Post-Punk” they cite Jamie 
Reid’s work for the Sex Pistols and George “God” Snow from Nine Nine Nine 
as “professional designers deliberately [giving] their artwork a do-it-yourself 
look and feel in keeping with the evolving punk ethos” (12). Due to so much 
of the design process involving actual physical processes of collaging, pulling 
text and images from magazines and other resources, and using photocopy 
techniques to create a distressed look, professional design skills had their 
benefits, but have never been a requirement of this technique. Amateur hand 
lettering, ransom style collage type, Letraset, screenprinting, and many other 
design processes were used to achieve this aesthetic. 
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Letraset, a London-based company, released its first dry-transfer typefaces 
in 1961 and by the 1970s punks had begun using it to create designs for a 
variety of media (Lamacraft). Letraset worked by reverse screenprinting “on the 
back of a polyethylene carrier sheet and overprinted with low-tack adhesive” 
(Lamacraft). Letraset tends to wrinkle and split, which aesthetically suited the 
punk movement by creating natural distression. Lamacraft also points out that 
the process itself was frustrating, a lesson in kerning and inevitably cursing in 
frustration. However, this allowed designers of punk media to create pieces 
from home, without the need for alternate forms of design equipment. Once the 
initial rub off was used, the artist could simply retrace letters in ballpoint pen 
and color them in again (Lamacraft).
 Screenprinting, printing using a mesh screen to transfer ink on a 
product, is another example of a more time-consuming process that allowed 
a DIY avenue to produce merchandise. The process itself becomes more time 
consuming depending on level of detail, as each different color of ink or layer 
of imagery would need its own screen (an additional round of design, screen 
burning, priming, and pulling ink). The look of screenprinting can also be 
achieved through Risograph printing, which is a digital duplication process, 
but single vibrant colors are loaded to create the look of a screenprinted piece 
but with a much faster turnover rate. However it was not introduced until 1986, 
and would still require access to a machine, whereas screenprinting did not 
(“Screen Printing”).
 The processes of collaging, for example, is one that is widely accessible 
to anyone that wants to create something and have it be recognized by the 
general public and peers within the punk community as belonging to that 
particular niche. Bestley and Burgess argue that “everyone could play a part 
in determining the culture that they wanted to be a part of - and the ways in 
which that contribution might be valued in relation to more than just design 
and aesthetic quality” (337).  Bestley and Burgess compared the process of 
fans DIY creating their own materials “as products of subcultural participation 
and belonging, as an individual’s response to punk’s call to arms and as 
markers of possession” (Bestley and Burgess 337). In the case of punk culture, 
participating in the creation of materials is valued more than simply existing 
within the group. There are multiple ways in which those not in the field could 
produce their own work without the use of professional tools.
 While the aforementioned processes were not the only manner in 
which punk materials were created, the amount of time and effort many of 
these processes took is also crucial to understanding them. Punk design and 
aesthetics as well as punk culture have proved time and time again that doing 
something the hard way and doing it yourself is more meaningful than doing it 
the easy way. Hierarchies such as this exist in punk culture which can cause a 
divide between what is considered “true” punk and what is considered merely 
an imitation.
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Hierarchy in Anarchy
         While slight, there are differences in the work completed by designers 
and those created by fans and a general community. Designers have greater 
access to equipment that would allow them to further manipulate the art they 
created, whether it be by having the ability to resize type to create hierarchy, 
to reproduce items at a higher quality, or to have access to collaging materials 
that already existed within their creative spaces. Bestley and Burgess state 
“perhaps the irony here…[is that] untrained fans tried to emulate those styles 
as punk’s “authentic” visual voice: a kind of correlational process of punk 
aesthetics where designers further up the hierarchy are trying to mimic the 
efforts of those further down and vice versa” (337).
 Joseph Turrini argues that because oral history of punk came straight 
from a “direct connection” to the topic (punk artists and fans themselves 
providing the history themselves) those within the punk communities’ stories 
were more authentic and legitimate. Following this argument, punk artwork and 
graphic design, oftentimes coming directly from the source, tend to also carry 
a weight of authenticity and legitimacy in their use of the processes created to 
produce that aesthetic (“Oral History 63”). Turrini also states that the authors/
editors of oral history books claim that the history within their books is more 
objective, because it comes from the participant’s own words and stories (“Oral 
History 65”). This, as well, is something to consider when analyzing the punk 
aesthetic and artifacts, that the audience consuming the media may find it more 
valuable if they feel it is coming from a place of legitimacy – one directly tied to 
the punk community.
 There is almost a knee-jerk reaction within the punk community to, at a 
quick glance, analyze whether someone is the “real deal”. Ryde and Bestley 
expand on this idea: “what we called the ‘darker side of punk’ the ‘punkier 
than thou’ phenomenon (catered for by the punk police) - a set of hardline 
and narrow views that proscribe what is “acceptable” punk attitude, behavior, 
and so on” (Ryde and Bestley 100). As this “punk gatekeeping” continues to 
persist, it is more than likely that any new adaptations to the punk aesthetic, 
and the move into the digital feel, has and will continue to strike conflict in 
the community in terms of what is actually punk. Part of what I explored in 
Pandemic Punk is the intersection between design in digital environments and 
analogue environments and how that intersects with the punk aesthetic and the 
idea of legitimacy within that community. I do not believe that either (digital vs. 
analogue design processes) is “good” or “bad”. While it would be easy to get 
hung up on the analogue versus digital, what drove me is why an artist would 
choose either process. What does it mean to the artist and what does it mean 
to the audience? What does it mean to me? Having now completed the project 
and looking back, the method in which I used to create different pieces of 
Pandemic Punk allowed me to process what I had been feeling over the course 
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of the pandemic thus far. There were pieces that I felt had to be done by hand, 
that were not meant to have that perfection of digital. There were pieces that 
I made separately, and later brought together. I chose the process that best 
suited the situation. 
 
The Punk Aesthetic in Digital Spaces
         The punk community has long since found its way to the internet, alive 
and well on social media platforms and forums. Concerts large and small are 
advertised online through venues and third-party ticketing sites. COVID-19 
brough to the stage more digital/live-online concerts. While print is certainly 
not dead (and neither is the punk aesthetic) it is living in a different sphere than 
it previously did. Designers create flyers to exist on the digital platforms, and 
be shared via social media, however, print media is still displayed throughout 
major cities, and oftentimes street teams still operate to install flyers in public 
spaces. (Ensminger 11).  This is to say that both platforms, digital and physical, 
are present. Designers make a choice as to how they approach what they 
create.
 Designers might use new methods for replicating the punk aesthetic or 
choose to use old methods of production to do so. A move to the digital could 
mean a more accessible and inclusive punk scene, a way to distribute things 
cheaply and to mass audiences. But is the digital space meant for something 
so inherently hands-on? I have noticed a use in Instagram stories as methods 
of collage, with trends in sharing rising that allow some semblance of a punk 
aesthetic to be created through social media platforms alone. Letraset was a 
process largely killed by computers and desktop publishing ability, however 
replicas of the iconic typefaces can still be seen.
 Punk’s DIY aesthetic was created out of necessity of the time, as a way 
to self-produce. It set the subculture apart from others at the time with its 
distinct look and feel. The internet also allows for DIY and self-expression. As 
Lingel states, “online interactions … permit people to identify in new ways ... 
and enable cheap and immediate communication” (27). My sources bounce 
back and forth between the idea of authenticity – something arbitrary and 
difficult to pin down. Exploring these processes of graphic design, media, 
communications, and punk culture allowed me to explore what it means to 
embrace or reject new processes, and to see how an aesthetic can influence 
and transform community and culture. 
 The pandemic forced the punk community fully into the digital sphere 
unlike ever before. I attended multiple streamed and pre-recorded concerts, on 
Twitch, Facebook, and Instagram. Musicians stopped touring, and had to figure 
out how to leverage social media to keep themselves present. More than ever, 
online groups and communities became essential to keep people connected. 
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Project Overview
 My specific interests within this project were the intersection of punk 
culture and aesthetics, digital and analogue artistic processes and platforms, 
and do-it-yourself culture. The COVID-19 pandemic as the overall message 
came into play soon after. I put into practice the aesthetics of punk design 
and its marriage with do-it-yourself (DIY) culture through the design of pieces 
created for the zine. I practiced the processes in which punk design was 
created and developed and ran comparisons between the original analogue 
processes that developed the aesthetic and current digital processes in design 
that allow designers to recreate the punk aesthetic. It allowed me to identify 
and isolate these aesthetics, under categories including but not limited to 
typography, distression, distortion, photo manipulation, and illustration. I 
worked through common (and uncommon) applications of this aesthetic in 
mediums ranging from print design to its current applications of this aesthetic 
in digital environments. While originally the primary goal of this project was to 
identify whether there is loss of meaning or story in adopting new processes 
and looking to see whether the digital age has had that impact, this shifted 
when the pandemic hit. My primary goal was to not only adapt the processes I 
had previously been aware of, but to create new ones that would allow me to 
tie my physical work back to the subject matter I was covering. I was able to 
create accessible work thanks to accessibility requirements I had researched 
and applied, and by making all of what I created available online. I applied this 
aesthetic outside of the punk sphere, pulling in aspects of my life to reflect on 
and create pieces for the zine. Identifying what the visuals of this movement 
represent was not only critical to understanding the perceptions the public may 
have of this aesthetic, but what the artists using these methods aimed for the 
public to perceive through the use of the punk aesthetic.
 This project and topic are important as the punk aesthetic has had such 
a lasting impact on art and design. It is a unique aesthetic in that it was so 
directly influenced by DIY culture and the processes used to create the artwork 
and influenced such a large variety of media. The processes of art and design 
for this aesthetic have come to stand for a much broader range of concepts 
and ideas than originally intended and is a critical example of how graphic 
design and art can be used to influence and change the public perception. 
Present DIY culture still pulls reference of the punk subculture as an element 
of its success. Eda Gurel-Atay and Lynn Kahle credit the punk subculture in 
directly influencing current Handmade culture (89), and in New York Times 
article Handmade 2.0 by Rob Walker references Etsy sales as a side product 
of postpunk attitudes “[which] revolved partly around mall-rejecting self-
sufficiency”. The influences of the intersections of punk, DIY culture, design, is 
prevalent and relevant.
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 It feels extremely rare to have the opportunity to document a point 
in history the way I was able to throughout this project. Not only was it self 
healing to create art surrounding this time in the pandemic, it allowed me to 
create something unique to me. When the pandemic ends, we will continue to 
have the art and accounts of those who lived through it at hand, and it feels 
incredibly special to have gotten to participate in that documentation. With the 
subject matter being extremely tragic, it did not always feel that way. Having to 
learn to cope with death, to make pieces that visualized the lives lost, put me in 
the middle of my own experience and the influence this pandemic has had on 
the world outside of my bubble. 
 
Project Mediums, Content, and Audience
 My deliverable for this project was a zine and an accompanying website, 
those at my thesis defense will receive a print version as well as a business 
card to the website and pin pack. The zine acted as a vehicle with which to 
collect and organize the pieces I produced. In the end, the zine contained forty-
four pages of content, coming out to a little over 20 individual pieces. These 
range from a Pandemic Punk playlist to a sourdough recipe, pieces that explore 
self reflection during the time of COVID-19, as well as activities and interactive 
pieces for the audience. The website includes not only a digital version of 
the zine, but also links to all mentioned resources and activities within the 
Pandemic Punk zine. It also has a deeper dive into the processes with which 
I created my work, highlighting some of the most used and more uncommon 
processes I explored throughout the project. 
 The audience of this project will be artists, specifically those with either 
an interest in punk and its aesthetics or those who use the processes outlined 
within this research. The artistic audience may split into multiple groups, 
depending on what interest the artist has and what type of process (hands on 
DIY, digital, etc) they use to produce their work. I believe another audience 
could be those who study media and communications, because there will 
be analysis of media and message throughout this thesis project. However, 
because of this experience we all shared, I also believe that this is something 
that most adults can relate to. The activities within are a chance for people 
to reflect on this shared experience, as well as take a stab themselves at 
emulating the punk aesthetic. 
 
Predicted Limitations vs. Actual Results
         The punk culture is a broad and well researched one. My goal was to 
produce something that is not already fully in the canon by incorporating 
original work and marrying together these analogue and digital design 
processes, which I accomplished. A common issue I outlined within the 
literature review is the idea of punk gatekeeping within the punk community, 
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many artists and participants within punk culture have a different idea of what 
punk is and what fits within the community. Rather than approach this as a 
limitation, I instead used it to outline the vast manner of ways in which the 
punk aesthetic is used, and how it has managed to bridge across the many 
people using it as a vessel with which to express their own ideas and beliefs. I 
predicted that the fact that I am coming from more experience in the DIY realm 
may have posed a challenge as I needed to learn digital processes for creating 
a distressed look within my work, I accomplished this through the purchasing 
and using Procreate and additional digital tools for replicating the look I was 
going for. Learning new skills (for example, developing distortion effects in 
a digital space) was a huge part of this project, filled with learning curves 
and setbacks. It turned out to be an extremely valuable experience and I will 
continue to use these skills as I move forward in my design career.
 
Distribution
         It was important to me that the zine and the website operate flawlessly 
both together and apart. I cannot guarantee that someone who comes 
across the Pandemic Punk website will be able to get a printed zine, and not 
everyone who gets a zine may access the website. I was able to use this as 
an opportunity to fully leverage the benefits of both platforms. In print, I can 
create something tangible and interactive. Activities, cut outs, and resources 
for reference, but including the website as well meant that I could expand 
on these resources, give more context to the project, and still provide the 
audience with access to the printed material as well. Together or apart, this 
project works. 
 I have interest in possibly distributing copies of the zine. While I do not 
intend to sell it, I would like to see if I can get it into Small Press Expo, Atomic 
Books, or other local places that carry zines. The website itself will also be 
accessible to anyone at any time, and the Instagram created to record my 
progress in the project will direct people to the website as well. I will likely 
include it on my personal website as a way of promoting it. 

The Future of Pandemic Punk 
 Pandemic Punk Vol. 1 is only intended to be the first in a series of zines 
dedicated to the subject. My goal is that moving forward, I create a submission 
process in order to allow a public audience to submit their own pieces. It would 
also be an interesting opportunity to have those who did the zine activities 
have them highlighted in the next zine. While the aim of the first volume was 
for my own reflection, growth, and learning, my hope is that the second extends 
to a wider, more diverse audience. I have considered my own participation 
in future volumes to still follow very specific timelines. Volume one covered 
the start of isolation to my second booster Pfizer vaccine. A second issue 
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may span over the time of vaccine distribution, and a third to cover life after 
the pandemic. As I have such an interest in analogue and digital media, I am 
curious to know what habits we got from the pandemic that will carry forward 
into life after. It seems that so many people have adjusted to being in this 
constant digital space, that it even has been a more convenient work or living 
environment. I cannot stress the opportunity that Pandemic Punk has given me 
mentally to process the last year emotionally, as well as give me a productive 
outlet for my obligatory downtime due to quarantine. I have little doubt that this 
work will have a large impact on what I create moving forward.
 
The project was completed March 22, 2021.
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